
Smartwatch Remax Watch8 Black Ref: 6954851202684
Smartwatch Remax Watch8 Black

Remax Watch8 smartwatch (black)
The smartwatch is equipped with a 2.5D Retina display, providing convenient access to functions and settings. What's more, it stands out
for its long battery life and wireless charging. It offers several sports modes and monitors heart rate and sleep. It also supports Siri and
Alipay and has an 8762DT chip, which translates into efficient operation of the device.
 
Will let you take care of your fitness
The smartwatch offers several sports modes, including running, soccer, tennis, cycling and basketball. It counts the number of calories
burned, steps taken and distance traveled. In addition, the Remax Watch8 is waterproof, so you can use it freely during intense workouts
or adverse weather conditions. 
 
For the sake of your health
Remax Watch8 is your personal assistant that will make it easier to take care of your health. The smartwatch measures heart rate, blood
saturation, blood pressure and body temperature. In addition, it monitors sleep, recording its length and quality - so you can eliminate
harmful habits faster. 
 
Plenty of useful features
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This  is  not  the  end  of  the  advantages  of  the  Remax  Watch8.  The  smartwatch  offers  such  functions  as  GPS,  stopwatch,  calculator,
breathing exercises,  and music  player.  What's  more,  it  allows you to take photos remotely,  check the weather  forecast,  and makes it
easy to find your smartphone if you forgot where you put it. It also provides access to a menstrual calendar.
 
Easy operation and convenient shopping
Using  the  smartwatch  will  not  cause  you  any  problems.  The  smartwatch  is  equipped  with  a  Retina  2.5D  touchscreen  display,  which
provides  convenient  access  to  functions  and  settings.  You  can  also  customize  the  dial  pattern  and  menu  design.  What's  more,  the
smartwatch supports the Siri voice assistant - a simple voice command is all it takes to activate the desired function. In addition, Remax
Watch8 works with Alipay for fast and convenient online shopping.
 
Freely talk on the phone and read notifications
The  smartwatch  allows  you  to  make and  receive  incoming  calls,  as  well  as  check  your  call  log.  All  you  have  to  do  is  import  selected
phone numbers  into  the  watch.  Remax Watch8 also  allows you to  read notifications  from apps  such as  Facebook,  Twitter,  WhatsApp,
WeChat, etc. This way you will always be in touch with your loved ones.
 
	Manufacturer
	Remax
	Model
	Watch8
	Color
	black
	Display
	Retina, 2.5D
	Chip
	8762DT
	Compatibility
	Alipay, Siri
	Charging time
	15 min
	Charging voltage
	5V
	Operating systems
	Android, iOS
	Application
	RDFit
	Bluetooth
	5.0 / 3.0

Preço:

Antes: € 35.4978

Agora: € 34.50
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